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1.Which three of the following are interconnected elements of Cisco Unified Wireless network that work
together to deliver unified, enterprise-class wireless solution? (Choose three.)
A. Cisco Unified Motion
B. Cisco ClientLink
C. Cisco AnyConnect
D. mobility services
E. access points
F. identity-based networking
G. world-class network management
Answer: DEG
2.Which two basic blocks or modules make up the campus architecture.? (Choose two.)
A. core
B. access-distribution block
C. services block
D. network infrastructure
E. NetFlow
F. distribution
Answer: BC
3.Which option is the end-to-end architecture for a network that is composed of advanced, intelligent
technologies and devices in a platform that is optimized for the dilivery of a rich-media experiences?
A. Cisco Motion
B. Cisco Medianet
C. Cisco VideoStream
D. Cisco AnyConnect
Answer: B
4.What is the main goal of Cisco Borderless Network?
A. to connect anyone, anywhere, on any device
B. to promote energy efficiency in data centers
C. to allow people to keep in touch with family members aroud the world
D. to allow people to communicate on any device within the parametrs of their network
Answer: A
5.Which two of the following does midianet capacity planning involve? (Choose two)
A. the size of the video that is running
B. determining if the video that is running is standart definition or high definition
C. how much video has been run over the network in the past 30 days
D. determining how much video is currently running over the network
E. the buffer requirements for each type of video
Answer: DE
6.Which of the following is the Cisco option that is on premises, dedicated appliance offering
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high-performance web-based threat mitigation and security policy enforcment?
A. Stuxnet
B. Cisco IronPort S-series Web Security Appliance
C. Cisco AnyConnect
D. Cisco ASA
Answer: B
7.Which of the following wirelessly connects devices to the network recourses and simultaneously
monitors the airspace to send radio information back to WLCs?
A. Cisco Aironet Access Points
B. Wi-Fi devices
C. Cisco Compartible Extension tags
D. Cisco Wireless Location Appliance
Answer: A
8.Which core component of the Cisco Borderless Network Architechture stops attacks before they
penetrate the network perimeter by protecting resourses and data, in addition to voice, video, and
multimedia traffic ?
A. meidanet
B. Cisco TrustSec
C. Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance 5500 Series
D. Cisco Catalyst 6500 Series
Answer: C
9.Which three deployment options does Cisco offer for email security? (choose three.)
A. Cisco ASA
B. Stuxnet
C. Cisco AnyConnect
D. a hybrid-hosted service offering
E. a dedicated hosted email security service
F. cloud security
G. an on-premises appliance
Answer: DEG
10.You want a security solution that enforces access and policies in borderless network by providing
information such as identity, time and date, posture, location, device type and access type. Which Cisco
solution will provide you with this information ?
A. Cisco Adaptive Security Appliances
B. Cisco AnyConnect
C. Cisco TrustSec
D. Cisco IronPort Web Security Appliances
Answer: C
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